POUR IT ON!

Watercolor! Everybody Loves The Beauty Of Watercolor!

Do not miss this class! We are going to learn some very fun new techniques for layering, yes layering!, watercolors. The more layers we create the more interesting our painting will become.

Have you used stencils before? In this class we will introduce you to the use of stencils, masks, and masking fluid for creating shapes and then repositioning them as we go to increase interest, preserve color and create depth.

We call this class "Pour it On" because we will be using wet paint on wet paper and dripping it and drizzling it to create amazing effects.

This class is suitable for all levels and promises to add amazing techniques to your artistic arsenal. The process can be applied to other art mediums with modifications… Come! Sit! Play! And Pour it On! With Jane Akin.

Adults only in this class. If you are interested in teaching this process to younger persons, please contact us.
Please contact coordinator Deb Hamblen at Bluemuttstx@gmail.com or text Deb at 207-460-4212 with your class ideas.